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Afostract

The behavior of the mean of a distribution五s discussed when the distribution is a

Dirichlet process. The mean is symmetrically distributed if the parameter of the
Dirichlet process is symmetric. The moment of the mean is evaluated for any order
in case it exists. Under certain Oonditions the mean has approximately the dis‑
tribution associated with the parameter of the Dirichlet process.

I. ‡introduction and Summary
●

●

As a prior distribution against a distribution in a nonparametric Bayesian statisti‑

Gal problem, Ferguson (1973) i血du｡ed the DiricMet pro｡ess a去d applied it to many
problems. The author (1977a, b) applied the Dirichlet process to estimation ofestim‑
able parameters. It will be valuableもo know the behavior of the parameter involved
●

m a statisもiOal problem in which the Dirichlet process is assumed to be a prior distnbu‑

缶ion agamsもa distribution. For tIie quantile, i転distribuもion function is given in 5 (d)

of Ferguson (1973). We shall disOuss the behavior of the mean of a distribution which
is a Dirichlet process.
Let Rbetherealline and B be the a一鮎Id of Boreal subsets of JR. We denote a
distribution on (iJ? B) by P and its ㌫ean by /j,(P). Leもα be a a‑additive non‑null : te
measure on (U, B) and we denote the即obabiliもy measure α(･)/α(B) bj Q('). We
assume that P is a Dirichlet proOess on (R, B) with parameter α and stow the following
results.
In tIie section 2. it is shown thaもif the measure α is symmetric abouもa constant

J and JR回d(x(x) is finite then /^(P) is distributed symmetriOally abouも￨. By the
symmetry of the measure α about ｣, we mean thaもα(B)‑α(T‑^B) ) for any B∈B and
theもransformation T(x) ‑2g‑x(x∈B ).

In the section 3, the moment of /u>(P) is evaluated for any order in case t exists.
It is seen that if there exists the moment of the dist正bution Q for any order and Q is the
unique distribution havingもhese monents也en fi(P ) has approximately the distribution
Q for a small α(B).
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rreparatively in case the measurable space is (B, B)> we quote the the definition of
the Dirichlet process and its properties from Ferguson (1973) and Yamato (1977a, b).
Definition (Ferguson). Let α be a non‑null finite measure on (R, B). We say P
is a DiricHet process on (R, B) with parameter α if for every k‑l9 2,‑
able

partition

(α(Bl),'

{Bv

.,

BH)

of

R,

the

distribution

of

(P(Bk),'‑

‑,

P(Bk)

)

is

and measur‑
Dirichlet,

D

α(Bk)).

Hereafter it is bire且y denoted by P∈D(α) that P is a DiricHet process on (iJ, B)
with parameter α.
Lemma 1 (Ferguson). Let P∈D(α). If α is a‑additive, then so is P in the

sense tnat for a fixed decreasing sequence of measurable sets Anり we have P(An)‑0
with probability one.
In what follows, we assume that α is q‑additive and E denotes the expectation with
respect to the Dirichlet process P ∈ D(α).
Lemma 2 (Ferguson). Let P∈D(α) and g be a measurable real‑valued function

defined on (B, B). If SRI9(*)Idoc(x)<∞, then h}(9(x)¥dP(x)<∞ with probability
one and

E JBg(x)dP(x) ‑ JRg{x) dQ{x).
LE虻ma 3 (Yamato). Let P∈D(α) and let g(x, y) be a measurable real‑valued
function

defined

on

(B望,

B2)

and

symmetric

in

x,

y.

If

j#*Ig(x,

y)¥da(x)

da(y)<

8

and

JRIg(x, x)¥doc(x)<∞,也on
EJSg(x,y) dP(x) dP(y)
α(R)

α(B)+l

Lemma

4

(Yamato).

L,g(x, y) dQ(*) aQ(y) +

Let

α(R)+l
P∈D(α)

and

let

g(xv

,

∫ g(x,x)dQ(x).

xk)

be

a

measurable

real‑valued

function defined on the &‑fold product of the measurable space (R, 2?), (Rk, Bk), and
symmetric

in

xv

,

%&

Then

we

have

EU(^ ‑, xt) uki‑ldP(xt)
‑∑*

k! [α(*)]三雲‑1‑･･
Ⅱ雪=1[^(m,.!) ] [α(*) ]<

x的,a転

)

JR疾1解9¥xll> '#'?xlmi>X2VX2V

.3*1, ‑ **1サ‑ xkmk> ‑,サ*仇,)n雪‑iTLf^dQixif),

under the condition that all the integrals of the right‑hand side exist. Where (i)
2* denotes the summation over all combinations (ml? m29‑, Mk) of h nonnegative
integers

with

2雪空アim,i‑k.

^21?^21>‑J ^2*サ2> ^2仰望

(ii)

In

the

arguments

of

the

right‑hand

side

xlly

,

xxmi9

3*1‑I **1‑,サ*桝h‑, Xk焔k the xis appears a七% times.

(iii) For any real a, a(‑>‑l and a,W‑a(a‑¥‑1)‑(a+i+1) for integer 7‑1, 2,
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2. Symmetry
Theorem. Let P∈D(α) with a cr‑additive non‑null finite measure α. If the measure

α is symmetric about a constant J and JR回docix) is finite, then the mean ju>(P)‑
JRxdP(x) is distributed symmetrically about f.
Proof. Under the assumption, the mean fi(P) exists with, probability one by the
lemma 2. If we consider a transformation T(x)‑2S‑x for x∈R, then T is a measur‑
able transformation from (R, B) to (R, B). We define a random probability measure
P* by P*(｣)‑P(T‑1(｣) ) for any B∈B. Then by the definition, for any measurable
partition

(5x

(T‑HBJ),‑

‑,

,

B&)

of

α(T‑[(Bk))),

R,

the

because

ofR. From the symmet of α

distribution

(T‑^B^,

of

,

(P^(Bl)>‑

l7‑1^)

)

P*(Bk)

is

also

)

is

Dirichlet,

measruable

D(α

partition

for any measurable partition (Bl9‑,Bk) of R,

the distribution of (P*^),. ‑ ‑,P*(Bk) ) is DiricHet, D(α(Bl),‑, α(Bk)) and by the
definition P* is a Dirichlet process with parameter α

Thus P, P*eD(α) and t

Mows that fi{P) ‑ i, [i{P*トI are identically distributed.
From the lemma 1 P, P* are c‑additive w.p.l. (with, probability one) and we
have JBT(x)AP(x)‑JRtdP*(t) w.p.1 (see, for example, Halmos (1966), p. 163) which
yields JBxdP*(x) ‑｣‑｣ ‑JRxdP(x) w.p.l. Therefore /*(P) ‑￨ and g‑(t(P) are identically
distributed, which implies that fj,(P) is distributed symmetrically about f.
3. Moments
The lemma 2 with g(x)‑x yields the well‑known result that if P∈D(α) and there

exists the mean of the distribution Q, u(Q), then

E(MP)) ‑KQ)
(see 5(b) ofFerguson (1973) ). From the lemmas 2,3 with g{x)‑x and g{x, y)‑%y, we
●

have easily the following
Proposition 1. If P∈D(α) and JBx2dQ(x)<∞ then
yar(fi(P) ) ‑ol (α(*)+l) ,
where a昌is the variance of the distribution Q.

For the h‑th. moment of u{P), the lemma 4 with g{xl,‑, xk)‑xt‑Xk yields the
●

following
Proposition 2. If P∈D(α) and there exists the &‑th moment of the distribution Q,
then

E(MPf)

‑∑*

k! [α(R)]三雲‑l解4･
Gォi)桝サCサi)桝2･ ‑ 0サi桝k ,

II雪.i[t""(m, !) ] [α

where h is a positive integer and ft‑ is thej‑th moment of the distribution Q (j‑l. ‑2,
ft).
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Now we shall considerもhe limit of E{u(Pf) as α(R)tends to zero keeping Q fixed.

Ⅰn tIie above summation 21*, 2¥mlmi≧2 for mk‑Q. Because if we assume 2雲mlmi‑l
with mk‑O, then s雲

%m,i≦Jc‑I<k, which yields the OontradiOtion. Therefore when

we take the limit of也e above equations as α(R)も
terms

vanish

ex￠ept

for

the

one

with

m^‑¥

and

to zero keeping Q fixed, all

m1‑‑

m｣‑1‑0.

Thus

we

have

the

●

following

Corollary.

lim E(〟(P)k) ‑ rt ,
a(B)‑*O

where Q is fixed.
By applying 4.30 of Kendall and Stuart (1969) to the above corollary it is seen
that if there exists the moment of the distribution Q for any order and Q is the unique
distribution having tKese moments then the distribution of ft(P) converges to Q as α(R)

to zero keeping Q丘xed. Thus under the same condition ft(P) has approximately
distribution Q for a small αIB).

At last we consider the moment of the posterior distribution for low order. Let
Xl,‑ , Xn be a smaple of size n from a distribution Pwith P∈D(α). we shall put
qn‑α蝣ォ)/(α *)+サ).
Then

the

posterior

disもribut

IS

j

α+

E芸記S‑.), where 8x denotes the unit measure on (ByB) Oon￠entrated at the point x.

If there exists the mean of the distribution Q, then

E[u(P)¥X1,...,XJ ‑qnulQ)+ll‑qn)X,
where X‑2筈=1Xijn. (See Ferguson (1973).)

･

SinOe tIie posterior distribution of P given Xl9 ‑ Xn is a Dirichlet process D(α+

E筈=1 8ガ.), under the Oondition JR X2ゐ(*)<… the proposition 1 yields
VarMP)^, ‑,Xn] ‑ a芸n/(α(R)+n+l),
where卓n(')‑qォQ(') +(ト<ln)Pn{ ') with, the empirical distribution Pn based on the sample

Xl‑ XH. We have
q芸n ‑ qJ XHQ(x)+{トqサ) ¥ x2dpn{x)‑[qnfi(Q)+(1二q.) xT
‑ qna2g+(l‑qn)s￡+g.(i‑?蝣) !>ォ?トXf
where s孟‑E警句(X諸)2/n. Thus we have the following
Peopositioist 3. If X1‑, Xn is a sample from a distribution P with P∈D(α)

and Jr xHol(x)<∞,馳en
v<*MP)¥xlt ‑, Xn] ‑‑ {qna昌+(!‑?サ)ォ急+q*(i‑qn) [AQトmaα(B)+n+l).
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